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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been a major focus on event extraction for biomedical applications. In this paper, we focus on search, highlight some of the drawbacks of popular search methods, and show how event extraction and associated technologies, e.g., named entity recognition, can help to improve the efficiency of search. We also explore how event extraction can be enhanced through a new type of annotation, i.e. meta-knowledge annotation, which can facilitate the extraction of high-level information relating to the intended interpretation of events, e.g. whether they represent a hypothesis, a claim, a belief, an opinion, a well established fact, a tentative or more confident analysis of experimental results, etc.

1. BACKGROUND
The amount of biomedical literature is increasing at a rapid rate, with the size of PubMed increasing at the rate of approximately 2 papers per minute [17]. As a result, it is becoming increasingly difficult for biologists to locate information relevant to their research contained within textual documents.

The goal of searching the literature is to find relevant pieces of knowledge (e.g., biological processes). Suppose that a biologist is interested in discovering which proteins are positively regulated by the protein IL-2. An example of the type of sentence she wishes to locate is the following:

**IL-2 activates p21ras proteins in normal human T lymphocytes.**

This sentence allows the biologist to discover that p21ras proteins are one type of protein to satisfy her query. To locate such sentences of interest using an ordinary search engine, the biologist may enter the search terms IL-2 and activates. Such a query will, however, return a large number of documents. On the one hand, many of the documents are likely to be irrelevant to the user’s query. On the other hand, the query also has a high probability of missing documents that are relevant to the user’s requirements. The reasons for these problems include:

- **Specificity of the query** – The query will over-generate (i.e. return too many documents) because it cannot convey the biologist’s specific requirements. In terms of semantics, the user wishes to retrieve documents conveying sentences that describe positive regulations, where *IL-2* is the instigator of the regulation. Such knowledge is normally expressed according to the syntactic structure of the sentence. In the case of the verb *activate*, for example, the instigator corresponds to the grammatical subject. Hence, the user would only be interested in sentences where *IL-2* is the grammatical subject of *activate*. In ordinary search engines, however, it is not possible to specify how search terms should be related to each other. This is because the search engine simply sees documents as “bags of words” that have no internal structure.

- **Term variation/ambiguity** – Terms in biomedicine are complex; they include an enormous amount of synonyms and different variant term forms are used in the literature [21]. For example, *IL-2* can also appear without a hyphen (*IL 2*). These terms are themselves acronyms for the longer forms *interleukin 2* and *interleukin-2*. The term *T-cell growth factor* can be considered as a synonym of *interleukin-2*, but this also has its own variant forms (e.g. *TCGF*). Thus, using *IL-2* as a search term without considering its variants would result in many relevant documents being overlooked. For query formulation, we need techniques which include term variation. In addition, many terms and their variants are ambiguous, as they share lexical representations either with common English words (e.g. an, by, cat, can) which also denote gene/protein names, or with other biomedical terms [7]. A further issue concerns terms that can also be ambiguous between biological and general English senses, e.g., the proteins named cat and met. Using such common words as search terms will return many more irrelevant documents than relevant ones, if only documents containing the protein names are sought.

- **Different ways of expressing knowledge** – The verb *activate* is only one of the ways in which positive regulations can be expressed in texts. Other verbs could also be used, e.g., *stimulate* or *affect*, whilst nouns (nominated verbs) convey a similar meaning, e.g., *activation, effect, stimulation* could also be substituted. As with term variation, it can be difficult to enumerate all the ways in which a particular type of biological process can be expressed. However, if they are not accounted for in a query, then relevant documents may be missed.
The application of text mining methods[2, 3, 52] can provide solutions to the problems outlined above, and can thus contribute to more efficient and effective search solutions for biologists. Text mining techniques can help to ensure that a greater number of relevant search results are obtained, whilst helping to exclude those results that are irrelevant to the user’s query.

The remainder of this paper will focus on a number of these methods, and explain how they can improve search results. We firstly look at named entity recognition (NER)[1], and we will examine search engines which offer advanced search capabilities based on semantic metadata derived from named entities and relations.

NER is one of the technologies that is required to perform extraction and querying of events [4]. Events are structured, semantic representations of pieces of knowledge contained within text. We focus on relations [39] within the biomedical domain, such as descriptions of positive regulation, transcription, gene expression, etc. Through a combination of a number of techniques, such as deep syntactic parsing [26] and NER, event extraction automatically locates events in texts and identifies their individual participants, e.g., the instigator of the event, the location of the event, etc. This allows users to formulate more structured queries that are better related to their actual needs, e.g., the biologist can request the system to return only those documents that mention a positive regulation event, where IL-2 is the instigator. The system will retrieve only those documents where the specified relationship exists between the search terms.

Following a detailed examination of how events are extracted and can be used in advanced searching, we conclude by examining a new direction of research, i.e., how interpretative information about events can be captured automatically to further enhance event-based searching. For example, an event may represent a generally accepted fact, a hypothesis, an experimental observation, a tentative analysis of experimental results, etc. These different types of information could be important to the biologist, e.g., some biologists may be interested only in retrieving events that correspond to “reliable” pieces of knowledge, rather than hypotheses or hedged interpretations. This is particularly important for maintaining curated databases of biological knowledge [5]. Other biologists may be interested in matching up hypotheses with proven results.

2. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION

A large amount of work has been carried out on the automatic recognition of biologically relevant NEs in texts [39]. This activity is important for a number of reasons:

- It can resolve ambiguities between words used in general language and those that represent biomedical entities (e.g., cat)
- It can facilitate mapping terms found in texts to entries in curated biological databases, such as UniProt[46] and Entrez Gene. (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene), or resources such as the BioThesaurus [22, 51]. This can facilitate direct access from search results to detailed information about biological entities found within the database.

- Automatic highlighting of different recognised NEs in retrieved documents can facilitate a quick skimming of the main content of the document.
- NEs map to event participants, e.g. a cell group (filament) participates in a localisation event in angiogenesis. Hence, NER is a necessary pre-processing step in event extraction.

Given the huge amount of variation of terms in biomedical text [38], work has also been carried out on recognising and resolving several types of variations. Although some variations are listed in curated databases, many are missing. However, it is important that even unlisted term variations can be resolved to the entity that they describe via term normalisation [45], to facilitate their linking with the correct biological database entry. Work on term normalisation was recognised as an important task through its incorporation as a BioCreative task [15]; term normalisation also includes the recognition of acronyms [30], and the use of soft-string matching techniques [45] that recognise new variants of known terms.

2.1 Search Engines Incorporating NER

Conventional information retrieval technology, while very good at handling large scale collections, remains at a rough granular level. Semantic metadata generated from named entities (NEs) (e.g. PROTEIN:IL-1, ORGAN:brain) are helpful for increasing granularity of document search. However, conventional information retrieval systems do not allow users to specify in their query the semantic metadata that they are interested in. Lack of such functionality restricts users’ potential to search and retrieve documents based on their personal and social profiles. Metadata are critical to enhancing user experience of search: for example, they can support improved personalized search. The richer the metadata, and the more they are linked in to other resources of different types (including e.g., experimental data), the better the search experience.

NLM’s PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) is a primary search facility for biomedical literature. Other search interfaces based on PubMed focus on ranking citations [40], incorporating external web services [10] or using Web 2.0 technologies [27] to enhance user experience in searching. In CiteXplore (2009), text mining results are included in the search based on Whatizit, EBIMed [34, 35] and iHOP [16] such as protein/gene annotations and protein-protein interactions. KLEIO [29] is an intelligent search engine which provides interactive faceted semantic search over MEDLINE based on NEs. Faceted navigation is proposed as a component of a superior interface for searching metadata in a more interactive and flexible manner [12, 13] and has become adopted on several web sites (e.g., http://express.ebay.com). One of the main criticisms of the conventional search systems freely available is that search queries are effective only when well crafted [11]. In KLEIO, the user can select, using an interactive faceted query builder, the types of semantic queries of interest, suggested by the system. KLEIO delivers rapid responses, based on pre-indexed NEs linked with term variants, includes query expansion with dynamic reclassification of results, linking of all NEs with unique identifiers from a variety of databases, and highlighting of the retrieved documents with the NEs identified. It also integrates term normalisation[44] and links to curated databases [45] to facilitate more focussed searches. KLEIO permits operators corresponding to different types of NEs as an integral part of the user’s search. Thus, it is possible to specify
PROTEIN:cat, to ensure that only documents containing an instance of the word cat that have been recognised as an NE of type protein will be returned by the search. This can considerably reduce the number of documents returned: performing a search only for cat in KLEIO retrieves 67159 abstracts, whilst the search PROTEIN:cat reduces this number to only 195 abstracts. KLEIO also highlights instances of NEs found in documents, identifies and resolves acronyms to their full forms (through the integration of AcroMine [31]) and additionally allows searches to be expanded to include variant terms through soft-string matching and database linking.

Whilst these search engines provide improvements and useful functionalities not found in traditional search engines, they still do not facilitate the precise querying of events. Searches carried out in KLEIO work along similar principles to traditional search engines. So, although NE operators can help to refine the scope of the search, it is still not possible to specify relationships between these terms.

3. EVENT EXTRACTION

Although NER and normalization have been helpful for increasing the specificity of document searches in TM systems such as KLEIO (www.nactem.ac.uk/software/kleio/) and for significantly reducing errors compared with simple keyword-based retrieval, other search systems, such as FACTA [15], use co-occurrence statistics for normalized names in text to enhance the discovery of hidden associations among entities. However, textual co-occurrence of entities does not necessarily indicate meaningful relationships. For this, more advanced analytical methods are necessary, namely methods that undertake deeper semantic analysis. To achieve this aim, techniques have been developed that automatically extract biological events[4]. Recognition of events and their participants is often reliant on a structural analysis of the sentence containing the event [26]. As described above, event participants are often organised around either a verb or a nominalised verb (e.g., *activation*). In this case, event participants normally constitute some or all of the words and phrases that are syntactically (i.e., structurally) related to the verb or nominalised verb in question, especially if these phrases constitute or contain NEs. Thus, full or partial syntactic parsing of text, which provides a structural analysis of a sentence, is normally one of the necessary steps of event extraction, in addition to NER.

MEDIE [25] is a search engine for MEDLINE abstracts that combines many of the features found in KLEIO (e.g., recognition of NEs, linking with databases and ontology and subsequent identification of term variants) with a further annotation processing step that involves the structural analysis of the abstracts. The NLP modules used for the annotation include (but not limited to) a deep syntactic analyzer, an event expression recognizer and a term recognizer. The syntactic analyzer, Enju parser [26], produces a syntactic and semantic analysis of the text, based on the linguistic formalism of HPDSG. A relational concept, such as ‘protein A activates protein B’, can be precisely described as a query which specifies the semantic structure given by the Enju parser as a set of constraints. This is the main strength of MEDIE compared to other publicly available TM modules which use Boolean formulas of keywords or concepts for query formulation. Boolean formulas basically specify co-occurrence of concepts or words as a constraint for retrieval. One can only specify co-occurrence of protein A, protein B and the verb ‘to activate’ in the same textual unit (usually an abstract) as a constraint, which results in a large number of false positives. Units of retrieval in MEDIE are finer than those in other TM modules. They can be individual sentences in abstracts, or even phrases. MEDIE accepts a search query through an API, in addition to an interactive search UI. The API takes a tuple of ‘<subject, verb, object>’ as the input, which describes a biological event/relation, such as ‘<p53, activate, beta-4>’, and returns a set of articles in which the event/relation is mentioned.

A further feature of MEDIE is that search results are not only limited to those where the value of the verb slot corresponds to *activate*. Rather, through reference to the Gene Ontology [5], events centred on other verbs such as *stimulate, induce, augment, enhance*, etc. are also retrieved by the search. Due to the deep parsing technology used, the template to be completed by the user can be considered as an abstract representation of the way that the events actually manifest themselves in the text. For example, *IL-2* would also be identified as the subject of *activate* in a passive sentence such as *p21ras proteins are activated by IL-2*. Additional features include the ability to specify the types of sentences in which the search should be conducted, e.g. conclusion, method, result, etc.

3.1 Additional Event Participants and Semantic Representations

Despite its clear advantages over a traditional search engine, MEDIE still presents some limitations. Firstly, events often have more than two participants. In biomedical texts in particular, information corresponding to locations, time, environmental conditions and manner is considered to be highly important to their correct interpretation [43]. It would be useful to be able to identify these types of information separately, in order to allow restrictions to be placed on their values as part of a search, and also to allow them to be displayed as part of the search results.

Secondly, the search template to be filled is closely tied to the syntactic structure of the text. Searching using a higher level semantic representation would, however, be preferable. In the search problem introduced earlier, we wanted to find events where *IL-2* is the instigator of the positive regulation event. Investigators can also be identified in many other types of events, and so we can assign this type of event participant a general semantic role label that will be common across many different types of events, i.e., AGENT. Likewise, most events also specify as a participant the thing that is affected by or during the event, e.g., the protein undergoing positive regulation. The semantic role label that is normally used for such participants is THEME.

AGENT and THEME frequently correspond to the grammatical subject and object of verb, respectively. However, this is not always the case, and there is no consistent correspondence between grammatical positions and semantic roles. Thus, using AGENT and THEME rather than subject and object would allow the event search template to be more general and less tied to syntactic structure of the text. A semantic approach is even more desirable if additional participants (e.g. location, environmental conditions, etc.) are specified as part of the search. Several of these participant types are specified through syntactically similar means, i.e., through the use of prepositional or adverbial phrases [47]. Consider the following example:
In addition to a subject and an object, the verb directs occurs with 3 arguments corresponding to prepositional phrases, each of which corresponds to a different semantic role (namely DESTINATION, MANNER and LOCATION). Although the different prepositions can be used to help in distinguishing between different semantic roles, there is not a one-to-one mapping between prepositions and semantic roles. For example, in is used in the above example to introduce a MANNER, but it could equally introduce a LOCATION, e.g., in E. coli. By allowing search criteria to include semantic role labels such as LOCATION and MANNER, the user could specify semantically precise search criteria without having to worry about their exact form in the text (e.g., which preposition is used, etc.)

Considering the above, the type of semantic representation that would ideally be produced for the positive regulation event in the sentence IL-2 activates p21ras proteins in normal human T lymphocytes is as follows:

**EVENT_TYPE:** positive_regulation

**AGENT:** IL-2:PROTEIN

**THEME:** p21ras proteins:PROTEIN

**LOCATION:** in normal human T lymphocytes:CELL

In the above representation, the event has been assigned a semantic type, i.e. positive_regulation. This event type is a label selected from a fixed, ontological set of relevant event types. Others would include binding, gene_expression, etc. Additionally, each participant of the event has been separately identified and assigned a semantic role. The NEs within each participant have also been identified and assigned appropriate NE types. Such a representation allows structured searches to be performed with the following types of criteria:

- Ontological classes of events as an alternative to specifying particular verbs.
- Specifications of the participants that should be present in the event (in terms of semantic roles)
- Restrictions on the values of particular participants. These restrictions could take the form of actual entities (e.g. NF-kappa B), NE classes (e.g. PROTEIN), or a combination of both, in a similar way to KLEIO.

The main challenges of producing a system that can produce such a representation of events are the following:

1. How each type of event manifests itself in the text - they are often organised around a particular set of verbs and nominalised verbs.
2. How syntactically related arguments of the verb/nominalised verb map to semantic roles.

Although grammatical parsers such as Enju [24] have reached an appropriately mature level, the same cannot be said for semantic parsers. This means that the mapping between syntactic and semantic representations is not straightforward. This is complicated by the fact that different verbs behave in idiosyncratic ways, with different numbers of syntactic arguments, which can map in different ways to semantic roles.

### 3.2 Annotated Corpora

The approaches used to map between the syntactic and semantic levels can vary in a number of ways, both in the method used (rule based vs. machine learning approaches) and the types of external resources employed (either lexical or ontological).

Whether a rule-based or machine learning approach is taken, annotated corpora of events are a vital resource for the development of event extraction systems. These corpora provide direct evidence of how events manifest themselves in texts, and as such, they can be used in both the development/training of event extraction systems, as well as in the evaluation of the performance of such systems, by acting as a “gold standard” [14].

The various event corpora that have been produced in the biomedical field generally have in common that they identify an “anchor” expression (e.g., a verb or nominalised verb) around which the event is organised. Event participants are then individually identified and linked to this anchor expression.

BioInfer [33] (1100 sentences) concentrates on identifying core participants (i.e., agent or theme type roles), although they are not labelled with semantic roles. Events are, however classified according to an ontology, thus facilitating the discovery of the ways in which different types of events can be expressed in the text.

A similar type of event classification is carried out in the GENIA event corpus [19]. This is a larger corpus, consisting of 1000 MEDLINE abstracts, containing over 9000 sentences. In the GENIA corpus, event participants are classified using semantic roles. Although the focus is on identifying the THEME and CAUSE (similar to AGENT) roles, 3 other types of event participants are also identified and labelled, i.e., location, time and experimental methods.

GREC [41] is a smaller corpus of 240 abstracts, but with a richer type of semantic annotation that is focussed on gene regulation and expression events that are described by verbs and nominalised verbs. For each event, all participants (arguments) in the same sentence are identified and assigned a semantic role from a rich set of 13 roles, tailored to biomedical research articles.

Although GREC is a relatively small annotated corpus compared to GENIA, a recent study [23] has shown that combining smaller, richly annotated corpora with larger corpora that are slightly poorer in information content can help to improve the performance of event extraction systems. Whilst the benefits of combining disparate sources in machine learning are well known, this idea is especially attractive, given that the production of large, richly annotated corpora can be very time-consuming.

### 3.3 Lexical Resources as an Aid to Event Extraction: the BioLexicon

Whilst event extraction systems can be trained based on annotated corpora alone, the use of a computational lexical resource with information about the syntactic and semantic behaviours of verbs within the domain can be used to boost the performance of such systems.

Although syntactic parsers can be used to identify the core arguments of a verb, the idiosyncratic behaviours of individual
verbs within the biomedical domain means that determining which of the modifier phrases (i.e., prepositional and adverbial phrases) should be treated as arguments of the verb (and hence as event participants) can be problematic. As mentioned above, such phrases can correspond to vital pieces of information about the event, such as locations, manners, conditions, etc. By accessing information about typical patterns of syntactic behaviour for individual verbs, we can expect that the event extraction system will do a better job of determining which phrases in the sentence correspond to event participants. This is particularly important in the case of sentences that contain multiple events, in order to determine which phrases are participants of which event. In the following example, each underlined verb corresponds to a different event, with different sets of participants:

*IHF may inhibit ompF transcription by altering how OmpR interacts with the ompF promoter.*

After the event participants have been identified, lexical resources can also help by providing verb-specific mappings from the syntactic arguments to appropriate semantic roles.

Extensive computational lexicons have been constructed for use in processing general English texts (e.g. [20, 32, 36]), but these are not suitable for processing biomedical texts for a number of reasons. Firstly, there are many verbs that are domain specific (e.g., *methylate, phospholylate,* etc.). Other verbs appear in both domains (e.g. *activate*), but are likely to have different behaviours. In general, verbs in the general language domain have fewer arguments, largely due to the fact that modifier phrases are often considered to be less tightly associated with the verb than in biomedical texts.

Until recently, an extensive computational lexical resource comparable to those produced for the general English language domain was not available for the biomedical domain. Resources that had been built were either very small [9, 49] or did not contain semantic information [8]. The BioLexicon [37] is a reusable lexical and conceptual resource suitable for advanced biomedical text mining. One of its defining features is to include a wide range of biomedical terms and variant forms, to facilitate accurate NER in a range of biomedical text mining applications. Integration of the BioLexicon within a biomedical search engine would, for example, allow search terms entered in user’s queries to be expanded with their known variants, to ensure that a greater number of relevant documents are retrieved.

The BioLexicon gathers together terms and their variants from a number of different curated databases and ontologies into a single unified resource. The original database identifiers for each term are preserved, in order to facilitate linking to information in the source databases. A particular innovation of the BioLexicon is the application of text mining methods to recognise new variants of gene and protein names that appear in biomedical abstracts (MEDLINE) but not in existing databases. Genes and proteins tend to exhibit the greatest amount of variation amongst all types of biomedical entities. Application of an NER method was followed by application of the soft-string matching technique to map newly discovered NEs to the most similar existing terms. This method discovered and mapped approximately 70000 new term variants. A further innovation of the BioLexicon is the inclusion of detailed information regarding the behaviour of verbs, which can leverage extraction of events.

In addition to including an extensive repository of biomedical terms and their arguments, the BioLexicon additionally incorporates detailed about typical syntactic and semantic patterns for domain-specific verbs, which is based on observable behaviour extracted from a corpus of biomedical texts [47].

The BioLexicon contains syntactic information (subcategorization frames) for 658 verbs, which were manually selected based on their particular relevance within the biomedical domain. For each verb, grammatical argument patterns (including modifier phrases) were extracted, based on the application of the Enju parser to a domain-specific corpus consisting of both biomedical abstracts on the subject of E. coli and full papers, totalling approximately 6 million words. Although modifier phrases (prepositional phrases and adverbials) are important in biomedical texts, they should only be considered to be arguments of the verb if there is sufficient evidence for this. Thus, a filter was used to ensure that rarely used patterns were not included in the lexicon. As each verb can occur with multiple patterns of syntactic arguments, a total of 1760 syntactic frames were extracted.

Semantic information about verbs was acquired based on a corpus of 677 abstracts that were manually annotated with events by domain experts, using a scheme almost identical to the one used for GREC, with the same 13 types of semantic roles [42]. The only difference is that whilst GREC is annotated with event instances, this second corpus was annotated with the specific purpose of extracting event frames to include within the BioLexicon.

Each extracted event frame was centred on a particular verb or nominalised verb. The subset of these frames that were centred on verbs for which grammatical information had been acquired was selected. This subset consisted of a total of 856 frames, centred on 168 verbs. A manual process was then used to link each argument in the syntactic subcategorisation frame to its corresponding argument in the semantic frames. This resulted in 668 linked frames.

4. EVALUATION OF EVENT EXTRACTION

4.1 BioNLP’09 Shared Task

The development of event extraction systems that can reliably extract complex events involving multiple participants is an open research topic. However, the importance placed upon the development of such systems, and the desire of the community to push forward in this area have been demonstrated through the BioNLP’09 shared task [18]. Shared tasks involve teams from the community competing to analyze the same data within a common evaluation framework. They provide standard development and evaluation benchmarks, focusing the attention of the research community on timely issues and acting as a driver for the specification of new tasks and challenges. The BioNLP’09 shared task was the first to focus specifically on event extraction, which was based on protein biology event types.

The shared task evaluated the performance of systems not only in extracting primary event participants (i.e. THEME and CAUSE) but also secondary participants, including the source
and destination of the event. The results of the shared task showed that, although simple events can be extracted quite reliably using state of the art methods, more complex events involving multiple participants can currently only be extracted with less than 50% accuracy.

4.2 Evaluating the BioLexicon for Event Extraction

The BioLexicon has been evaluated within a challenging context, namely that of full parsing as part of the UKPubMedCentral (UKPMC) text mining services (http://ukpmc.ac.uk), to locate and extract facts related to the biology domain. In practice, there are three components in the fact extraction process. Firstly, syntactic arguments of verbs in the texts are located through the application of the Enju parser to the texts. Only those verbs that are included in the BioLexicon are considered as potential textual “anchors” of events. These candidate events are further narrowed down by selecting only those in which an NE relevant to the domain appears in one of the arguments associated with the verb. As a final test, the syntactic argument pattern of the verb should be as predicted in the BioLexicon.

Whilst the primary use of the BioLexicon information in this context is as a filter, it also has a boosting effect on the range of facts to be considered. This is because modifier phrases (e.g., those which begin with prepositions) are explored, which would not be considered without its input. Where these modifier phrases contain recognised named entities, this can provide enough evidence for the extraction of a fact that would not otherwise be recorded. Consider the following example:

The pXPC3 plasmid codes for an XPC cDNA that is truncated by 160 bp from the N terminus compared with the wild-type XPC cDNA.

Although the Enju parse result treats code as an intransitive verb (i.e. without a grammatical object), the information present in the BioLexicon allows the THEME role to be assigned to the prepositional phrase beginning with for.

The method described above has been evaluated through application to a test set of approximately 80,000 documents. Within these documents, only 62.7% of the instances of the verbs match verbal entries in the BioLexicon, thus illustrating its initial filtering effect. A still stronger filter is the requirement that a domain relevant NE should be present in one of the arguments. Applying this constraint results in only 16.9% of the total number of verb instances present in the text collection being extracted as facts. The experimental results also demonstrate, at least to some extent, the boosting effect achieved by using the verbal information in the BioLexicon, in that 9.7% of verb arguments are detected in prepositional modifier phrases, rather than in the arguments initially predicted by the parser output. These preliminary results provide compelling evidence that the BioLexicon can assist in building powerful tools for fact extraction within the biomedical domain.

5. EVENT INTERPRETATION

Although a large amount of work has been carried out on building resources and tools to facilitate extraction of events from biomedical texts, less attention has been paid to the way in which the extracted events should be interpreted. In addition to the event participants themselves, there is frequently additional information (or meta-knowledge) present within the context of the event that is vital to its correct interpretation. Examples of meta-knowledge include the type of evidence behind the event (e.g., does it represent a hypothesis, a well-established fact, etc.), whether there is any speculation expressed about the event, whether it is negated, etc.

Meta-knowledge can be expressed in text in a number of different ways. In the majority of cases, this is through the presence of particular “clue” words or phrases, although other features can also come into play, such as the tense of the verb on which the event is centred, or the relative position of the event within the text.

5.1 Expression of Meta-Knowledge

To make the idea of meta-knowledge more concrete, consider Figure 1, which shows a set of eight simple sentences. Two bio-events occur in these sentences. Event E1 represents the expression of an arbitrary gene X, whilst event E2 represents the positive regulation of E1 by an arbitrary protein Y. Figure 2 shows the typical structured representation of these events.

![Figure 1 – Simple Sentences](image)

![Figure 2 – Structured Representation of E1 and E2](image)

The event trigger words are underlined in each of the examples. The expression event (E1) is always indicated by the nominalised verb expression. However, the positive regulation event (E2) is expressed in a number of different ways, namely using the verbs activate, increase and affect, or the nominalised verb effect. Although each example sentence contains an instance of one or both of the same bio-events (E1 and E2), their interpretations vary according to the sentential context. More importantly, without the annotation of meta-knowledge information, the events extracted from each sentence would be...
identical, and the differences in meaning expressed within the sentential context would be lost.

The emboldened words and phrases in the example sentences help to show that the way in which the events should be interpreted can vary considerably. Most of the emboldened words affect the interpretation of the event E2, which is the main event in the sentence. However, in (S7) the interpretation of E1 is altered.

Sentences (S1), (S5), (S7), and (S8) all describe experimental observations. In most of these, the presence of a particular word (i.e., found, shown and observed) marks the E2 positive regulation as being an observation. In (S5), however, it the use of the past tense on the word on which the positive regulation event is centred (i.e., increased) that marks it as an observation.

Although all 4 events mentioned above represent observations, each of their interpretations is still slightly different. The different between (S1) and (S8) is the source of the information. The presence of the word we in (S1) indicates an observation as part of the current study, whilst in (S8), previous studies denotes an observation originally reported outside of the current paper. Thus, in (S1), the positive regulation can be considered as “new” knowledge, but (S8), the knowledge reported is “old”. Whether such a difference is important will depend on the task being undertaken by the user. For example, database curators looking only for new knowledge might only be interested in (S1).

In (S5) and (S7) the difference in interpretations concerns event intensity, through the words slightly (i.e., low intensity) and significant (i.e., high intensity), respectively. The recognition of such information about events may be important, for example, when performing a comparison of different experimental methods. In (S5), the intensity applies to E2, whilst in (S7), the intensity applies to E1, as this is the only event that appears in the sentence.

The positive regulation event is (S4) can be taken as a well-established fact within the field, according to the presence of the word known. In a system that is looking for contradictions, events that contradict this well-established fact are potentially more serious than, say, a contradiction of new experimental outcomes (e.g., (S1)), which could later be disputed by other experts within the field.

All the events described above can be seen as reporting factual information. In this respect, (S2) is quite different. The presence of the word examined serves to indicate that the positive regulation event is under examination, and so it is not known whether or not it is true.

Sentences (S3) and (S6) should also not be considered as facts. Rather, the presence of the word suggests denotes that E2 is being stated as a somewhat tentative analysis of results on the part of the author. In (S6), the author uses the word might to increase the amount of speculation about the truth of the event. In (S3), the conclusion is different: the author concludes is that the positive regulation event is unlikely to happen, indicated by the use of the word no. Hence, this is a negative event.

From the above sentences, it is possible to isolate at least five important pieces of contextual information which can be regularly identified about events, which somehow modify their default interpretation:

1) What kind of evidence is there for the event, e.g. has it been experimentally observed, inferred from experimental results, is a well established fact, or is it a hypothesis whose truth has yet to be determined?
2) How certain is the author about whether the event is true?
3) Is the event positive, or is it negated (through the use of no, not etc.)
4) What is the intensity or magnitude of the event?
5) What is the source of the information contained within the event? Is it reported in the current paper or another paper?

5.2 Meta-Knowledge Annotation of Bio-Events

Existing event annotated corpora within the biomedical domain contain few annotations that relate to their interpretation. Negations are annotated in BioInfer and GENIA. Three different levels of certainty are also annotated for GENIA events. However, negation and speculation clue words are not annotated in these corpora. Negation and speculation were also addressed in one of the subtasks of the BioNLP’09 shared task, but in a fairly basic way. The only requirement was to recognise whether events were negated and/or contained expressions of speculation, without having to identify, e.g. the level of speculation. Only 6 out of the 24 participating teams attempted this task and the highest accuracy was around 25%. This was attributed to the lack of annotated clue phrases in the training corpus [18].

More extensive interpretation-focussed annotation has been carried out within the domain at either the sentence level (e.g., [48]) or sentence-fragment level (e.g., [50]). However, these annotations cannot be used straightforwardly to assign interpretations to bio-events. Often, a sentence will contain several bio-events (e.g. both an experimental method and the results of applying this method), each of which has a different interpretation. If an expression of speculation is present (e.g. the word might), this may affect only certain events in a sentence.

Based on the above, we have designed a multi-dimensional annotation scheme to capture various aspects of meta-knowledge expressed for bio-events [28]. Our scheme is intended to be general enough to allow integration with different bio-event annotation schemes, whilst being detailed enough to capture important subtleties in the nature of the meta-knowledge expressed about the event, which may be important according to the task being undertaken by the biologist.

The annotation task consists of assigning an appropriate value for each dimension, as well as marking the textual evidence for this assignment. This latter part of the task is important to train systems to perform meta-knowledge identification successfully, given the difficulties faced in the negation/speculation part of the BioNLP’09 shared task, where such annotations were not present in the training data.

The advantage of using a multi-dimensional scheme is that the interplay between different values of each dimension can reveal both subtle and substantial differences in the types of meta-knowledge expressed in the surrounding text. This aspect of our scheme is further discussed in section 5.2.1.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the annotation scheme. The boxes with the light-coloured background correspond to
information that is common to most bio-event annotation schemes, whilst the boxes with the darker backgrounds correspond to our proposed meta-knowledge annotation dimensions and their possible values. Below, we provide brief details of each annotation dimension.

**Knowledge Type (KT):** Captures the general information content of the event. Each event is classified as either: **Investigation** (enquiries and examinations etc.), **Observation** (direct experimental observations), **Analysis** (inferences, interpretations and conjectures etc.) or **General** (facts, processes, states or methodology).

**Certainty Level (CL):** Encodes the confidence or certainty level ascribed to the event in the given text. We partition the epistemic scale into three distinct levels: **L3** (no expression of uncertainty), **L2** (high confidence or slight speculation) and **L1** (low confidence or considerable speculation).

**Polarity:** Identifies negated events. We define negation as the absence or non-existence of an entity or a process.

**Manner:** Captures information about the rate, level, strength or intensity of the event, using three values: **High** (increase in rate/intensity), **Low** (decrease in rate/intensity) or **Neutral** (no indication of rate/intensity).

**Source:** Encodes the source of the knowledge being expressed by the event as **Current** (the current document) or **Other** (any other source).

### 5.2.1 Hyper-Dimensions

A defining feature of our annotation scheme is that additional information (hyper-dimensions) can be inferred by considering combinations of some of the explicitly annotated dimensions. These are as follows:

**New Knowledge:** A combination of the values of **Source**, **KT** and **CL** dimensions can be used to isolate those events representing new knowledge. Specifically, new knowledge corresponds to events with a **KT** value of **Observation** or **Analysis** carried out as part of the current study (i.e., **Source=Current**). If **KT=Analysis**, then the event should only be classed as new knowledge if it represents a straightforward interpretation of results (i.e. **CL=L3**), rather than something more speculative.

**Hypothesis:** Events that represent hypotheses can be isolated by considering **KT** and **CL** values. Events with a **KT** value of **Investigation** can always be assumed to be a hypothesis. However, if the **KT** value is **Analysis**, then only those events with a **CL** value of L1 or L2 should be considered as hypotheses.

### 5.3 Feasibility and Application

An initial evaluation of the annotation scheme has been performed through the annotation of 70 abstracts randomly chosen from the GENIA Pathway Corpus, containing a total of 2,603 annotated bio-events. Two annotators performed the annotation using a comprehensive set of annotation guidelines developed following a detailed analysis of the various bio-event corpora and the output of an initial case study [28].

The evaluation results have shown high inter-annotator agreement and a sufficient number of annotations along each category in every dimension. The favourable results of this experiment have confirmed the feasibility and soundness of the annotation scheme, and have paved the way for a large scale annotation effort involving multiple independent (i.e. non-author) annotators.

We are currently in the process of creating a large corpus of meta-knowledge enriched bio-events. This corpus will consist of three sub-corpora, which have previously been annotated with different types of bio-events, namely GENIA, GREC and a small corpus of full papers.

### 6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described how text mining can help biologists to search and locate relevant information within the literature in a much more effective and efficient manner than is possible using a traditional search engine that performs keyword searches over unstructured documents.

Text mining techniques can be applied to biomedical texts to extract structured, semantically-oriented event representations of the biomedical knowledge contained within the texts. Queries can then be applied to these extracted events, rather than on the unstructured documents. Such queries can themselves be structured, allowing specifications of exactly which search terms should be related to each other, and how.

Extraction of events is a complex process requiring a number of text mining technologies, including NER and deep parsing. NER is important to ensure that only events containing biologically relevant entities are recognised, whilst parsing helps to identify potential event participants through syntactic relations. Annotated corpora of events are important for training systems to recognise events and their participants, as they provide direct evidence of how events manifest themselves in text. Computational lexicons such as the BioLexicon can further enhance performance, in providing detailed information about the idiosyncratic behaviour of verbs on which events are often centred.

Information regarding the intended interpretation of events is also important. Our proposed meta-knowledge annotation scheme for events and ongoing work to produce a large corpus of events annotated according to this scheme will form an important first step in allowing systems to be trained to recognise interpretative information about events from huge repositories.
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